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1.0 Introduction 

Streets form parts of all cities that determine the identity and characteristics of city 

dwellers. People never forget the elements of city which can be experienced in the 

streets and they will accept it as memory. It has been accepted as a sign of 

civilization. Street life and culture are important ingredients in the imageability of a 

city due to the fact that people of different backgrounds focused on the street life and 

culture (William, 1990). Street is considered as a social and public area where people 

with their own cultures, identify their own environment. So, it is important to know 

the characteristic of street of different cultures, so as to compare them with other 

factors. 

There is a complex inherent relationship between culture, design and life-style, 

which generates thinking and creative process, and in turn visual images of 

environment. The findings of relationship between culture and environment may 

provide the beginning of important scientific basis to legitimize, which is to establish 

different cultural aspects of visual environment, life-style for different countries and 

communities (William, 1990). Islamic countries such as Iran have different cultural 

backgrounds and environment, thus creating different spaces. Street spaces in an 

Islamic environment grew out of direct response to the needs, means and aspirations 

of their inhabitants with Islamic planning system a moderating. Their needs are basics 

to their cultural aspects underpin motivate of changing the environment. 

It is assumed that the main purpose of urban design is to provide an urban 

environment that facilitates and maintains a functional balance between human needs, 

cultural background, and environmental characteristics (Esser, 1976). Cultural 

characteristic is the extent to which a person recognize or recall a place as being 
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